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A b s t r a c t  

The relationship between the F2-layer critical frequency and solar 
wind parameters during magnetic storm sudden commencement (SSC) 
and main phase periods for intense (IS) and very intense (VIS) class of 
storms is investigated. The analysis covers low- and mid-latitude sta-
tions. The effects of ionospheric storm during SSC period is insignificant 
compared to the main phase, but can trigger the latter. The main phase is 
characterized by severe negative storm effect at both latitudes during VIS 
periods while it is latitudinal symmetric for IS observations. The IS re-
veal positive/negative storm phase in the low-/mid-latitudes, respec-
tively. Ionization density effect is more prominent during VIS events, 
and is attributed to large energetic particle and solar activity input into 
the earth magnetosphere. However, ionospheric effect is more significant 
at the low-latitude than at the mid-latitude. Lastly, ionospheric storm ef-
fect during a geomagnetic storm may be related to the combinational ef-
fect of interplanetary and geomagnetic parameters and internal iono- 
spheric effect, not necessarily the solar wind alone. 

Key words: F2 layer critical frequency, SSC, very intense storm, intense 
storm, driver gas, ionization density. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The effects of magnetic storms on the ionosphere are complex and deviate 
greatly from average ionospheric behavior. The global distribution of iono-
spheric storm effects is also complicated and differs considerably from one 
storm to another. These disturbances sometimes take the form of increases/ 
decreases of the F-layer critical frequency (foF2), and are referred to as the 
positive/negative ionospheric storms, respectively. The propagation of nega-
tive and positive ionospheric storms is strongly determined by the thermos-
pheric disturbance gravity waves (Liu et al. 2010). According to Kane 
(2005), positive storm effects are a result of downwelling of neutral atomic 
oxygen and uplifting of the F-layer due to winds. Both of these rely on large 
scale changes in the thermospheric circulation caused by heating in the auro-
ral zone. The storm negative phase in foF2 and total electron content (TEC) 
occurs in a composition disturbance zone which reaches lower latitudes in 
summer than in winter, and has a preference for the night and morning sec-
tors due to the local time variation of neutral winds.  

The reaction of the ionosphere as seen at different ionospheric stations 
may be quite different during the same storm period depending on the station 
coordinates, local time effects, and some other parameters (Danilov 2001, 
Akala et al. 2010, Vijaya et al. 2011, Adebesin et al. 2013). At low latitude 
and equatorial zone, E × B drifts are affected by prompt penetration of 
magnetospheric convection electric fields, as well as by long-lived dynamo 
electric fields from the disturbance neutral winds and storm-related changes 
in ionospheric conductivity (Fejer 1997). In addition, changes in the neutral 
composition alter the balance between production and loss in the plasma and 
this affects the peak density of the ionosphere. An increase in the percentage 
of molecular neutrals, as would be the case if the thermosphere were heated, 
would lead to depletion in the ionospheric density (Davis et al. 1997). Such 
effects have been reproduced by coupled models of the ionosphere-thermo- 
sphere system. 

Adekoya et al. (2012a) had demonstrated that investigations into the 
origin and nature of SSC on the ionospheric F-region have continued to en-
gage the attention of scientists who constitute the space weather community. 
Some of these include Prölss (1995), Mikhailov and Perrone (2009), 
Burešová and Laštovi
ka (2007, 2008), and Danilov (2013). While some re-
searchers believed that the concept of SSC is delusion, others assumed that it 
is a reality. Danilov (2001) listed the SSC enhancements as one of the open 
problems of F-region physics and suggested that perhaps soft particle precip-
itation in the dayside cusp or magnetospheric electric field penetration might 
play a role in this phenomenon. Recently, Danilov (2013) affirmed and re-
ported the appearance of ionospheric SSC enhancement in approximately 
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25-30% of ordinary storms, and in almost all prominent storms. Chukwuma 
(2007) asserted that the difficulty with the explanation of these phenomena is 
because in the studies of ionospheric storms it is assumed that the beginning 
of the disturbance is defined by storm sudden commencement (SSC) or main 
phase onset (MPO), which as a scheme restricts the geoeffectiveness of the 
solar wind to post-onset time. These foreclose the explanation of any aspect 
of the morphology of ionospheric storms whose origin precedes the onset 
reference time. Mikhailov and Perrone (2009) assumed a criterion for select-
ing SSC phenomenon which is that an SSC foF2 enhancement should pre-
cede the magnetic storm onset and take place within a reasonable time 
interval before the SSC and develop under quiet geomagnetic conditions. If 
an observed foF2 increase does not satisfy this requirement, there is no rea-
son to consider it an SSC enhancement. This work therefore attempts to find 
the relationship between ionospheric and solar wind phenomena during SSC 
and main phase of geomagnetic storms at some selected low- and mid-
latitude stations.  

2. DATA  AND  METHODOLOGY 
The geomagnetic index and solar wind data used consist of hourly UT values 
of the low latitude magnetic index Dst [nT], the solar wind flow speed V 
[km/s], the southward interplanetary magnetic field component (IMF Bz 
component [nT]), the plasma flow pressure P [nPa], the proton number den-
sity [N/cm3], the plasma temperature K, plasma beta, and interplanetary elec-
tric field [mV/m2]. These data were obtained from the National Space 
Science Centre’s NSSDC OMNIWeb Service (http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ 
omniweb). 

In like manner, the ionospheric data used are hourly UT values of foF2 
obtained from Space Physics Interactive Data Resource (SPIDR’s) network 
(http://spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov) of ionosonde stations located in the low- and 
mid-latitude regions. These stations are located in the Australian (Darwin, 
Learmonth), Euro-African (Grahamstown, Juliusruh/Rugen), and American 
sectors (Boulder). Their coordinates are listed in Table 1. 

In order to contribute to the solution of the controversial problem of 
ionospheric F2 and geomagnetic storm phenomena during SSC event that 
leads to main phase disturbances, six intense geomagnetic storms were in-
vestigated: four very intense (Dst � –250 nT) and two intense (–100 nT � 
Dst > –250 nT) (e.g., Gonzalez et al. 2002, Adebesin 2008) storms at low 
and low-mid latitude (Table 1). It is important to note that paucity of data at 
some stations during the days under investigation restricted the choice of 
ionosonde stations. However, the normalized deviation of the critical fre-
quency foF2 from the reference, which is used to denote the F2 region re-
sponse to a geomagnetic activity, is given by 
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Table 1  
List ionosonde stations used with their geomagnetic and geographic coordinates 

Name of the 
ionospheric  

station 

Station 
code 

Geographic 
latitude and 
longitude 

Geomagnetic  
latitude and  
longitude 

Difference  
between LST  
and UT [hrs] 

Darwin DW41K –12.5,    131.0 –22.90,  202.66 +9 
Learmonth LM42B –21.9,    114.0 –34.15,  185.02 +8 
Grahamstown GR132 –33.3,      26.5 –33.92,    89.37 +2 
Boulder BC840 40.0,  –105.3 48.90,  316.50 –7 
Juliusruh/Rugen JR055 54.6,      13.4 54.25,    99.73 +1 

 

 ave

ave

F2 ( F2)
( F2) 100% ,

( F2)
fo fo

D fo fo



� �  (1) 

D(foF2) variation is described in terms of percentage change in amplitude of 
the foF2 from the reference. According to Liu et al. (2008), positive and 
negative storms occur when the absolute maximum value of D(foF2) ex-
ceeds 20%. Further, this limit is sufficiently large to prevent inclusion of 
random perturbation and disturbances of gravity waves, thereby making the 
indicated positive and negative storms represent real changes in electron 
density and not just redistribution of the existing plasma. 

The data analyzed consist of D(foF2) of respective hourly values of foF2 
for 6-8 April 2000, 15-17 July 2000, 16-18 September 2000, 30 March – 
1 April 2001, 10-12 April 2001, and 23-25 August 2005. The reference for 
each hour for each storm event is the average value of foF2 for that hour cal-
culated from the four quiet days preceding the storm, based on the magnetic 
activity index (Ap < 26  corresponding to disturbance storm time  Dst � –25) 
(Adeniyi 1986). Also these days are devoid of not only any significant geo-
magnetic activity, but also an absence of any considerable solar activity. 
This followed from the fact that high solar flare activity results in 
ionospheric disturbances due to their effects on thermospheric neutral densi-
ty (Sutton et al. 2006). 

3. RESULTS 
3.1  Signature of interplanetary and geomagnetic parameters with 

ionospheric variations 
3.1.1  Storm of 6 April 2000 
Figure 1 presents the interplanetary, geomagnetic, and ionospheric observa-
tions for the 5-9 April 2000 storm event covering the initial, main, and re- 
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Fig. 1. Geomagnetic and interplanetary variations with D(foF2) response during 
storm-time period for low- and mid-latitude stations. The storm spans 5-9 April 
2000. The thick horizontal dashed lines depict the disturbed time reference level on 
the D(foF2) plot. 

covery phases, respectively. Figure 1a presents the geomagnetic index Dst 
(left side) and solar wind speed (right side). The storm is summarized using 
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available interplanetary data. However, Vieira et al. (2001) classified geo-
magnetic storm as weak (when  Dst > –50 nT), moderate (when  –100 nT < 
peak  Dst � –50 nT), and intense (when  Dst < –100 nT). From the early hour 
of 5 April the storm emerged with a moderate to weak amplitude activity up 
to around 12:00 UT on 6 April. Following this is the period expected to be 
dominated by sudden storm commencement phenomena (Balasis et al. 2006, 
Adekoya et al. 2012a), but the decrease in the westward ring current encir-
cling the earth did not significantly enhanced the H component (little energy 
is entering into the earth magnetosphere). However, the Dst value was ob-
served to be –6 nT around the onset period, which indicates that the storm is 
not preceded by SSC. The Dst thereafter decreases to a minimum peak value 
of –288 nT at 00:00 UT of the main phase. This coincided with the maxi-
mum plasma speed increase of 625 km/s at 09:00 UT. Also, this period of 
minimum Dst was observed to have an increasing plasma flow pressure with 
maximum peak value of 20.34 nPa at 03:00 UT (Fig. 1b). Bz was initially 
southwardly oriented with a magnitude of –27.3 nT at 21:00 UT before a 
northward orientation, which coincides with the Dst minimum peak. The 
proton density was initially decreased from the early hour of 5 April with 
decreasing average value of 3.50 N/cm3 which lasted for about a day and a 
half (Fig. 1b). The high electric field experienced during the main phase co-
incides with the Bz southward turning, as well as plasma temperature. The 
increase in plasma pressure and electron density consequently increased the 
plasma temperature, as well as a lifting in the electric field drift. This tem-
perature rise (Fig. 1d) during the main phase corresponds to increase in 
plasma beta of about 2.92 magnitudes (Fig. 1c). It transpires from the high 
plasma beta and temperature values that the onset period was followed by 
ejecta, which may not be magnetic cloud type. According to Dal-Lago et al. 
(2004), the interaction of the high stream and ejecta results in an increase in 
speed, density, and temperature. 

The ionospheric F2 effect observed over the low- and mid-latitude sta-
tions are presented in Fig. 1e using a normalized deviation of the critical fre-
quency, D(foF2), during the storm progression. Highlighted in the plot is the 
region for sudden storm commencement/storm onset (mark SSC), main 
phase (the region between the second and the third vertical dashed lines 
across the plot), and then the recovery phase. The horizontal dashed lines 
show the disturbed reference level. Discernible changes in the D(foF2) were 
observed at the onset, main and recovery phases of the storm, respectively, 
which may be the consequence of geomagnetic storm effects. Here, the max-
imum ionization density of the F2 layer serves as a convenient parameter to 
specify the ionospheric behaviour. However, ionization density may either 
increase or decrease during the disturbed conditions, and these changes are 
designated as positive and negative ionospheric storms (P- and N-storm), re-
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spectively. The ionosphere at Darwin emerges with a negative ionospheric 
disturbance (N-storm) from 00:00 UT on 6 April with peak electron density 
variation value of 34% at 03:00 UT. Thereafter, a sharply enhancement (pos-
itive –54%) was observed around 06:00 UT before a prolonged negative 
storm which extended to the SSC period. The intense negative phase obser-
vation at SSC was trailed by significant negative phase storm during the 
main and the recovery phase was largely controlled by the intense positive 
storm. Similarly, Learmonth with insignificant negative ionospheric storm 
variation during the storm-onset period was followed by noticeable negative 
storm effect at post-midnight and post-noon periods with percentage magni-
tudes of 43 and 31% at 02:00 and 14:00 UT during the main phase. The 
ionospheric storm response over Grahamstown was insignificant during the 
marked SSC period, while the main phase was largely predominated by an 
intense negative phase storm as a result of the depletion in D(foF2). The ion-
osphere over Boulder and Juliusruh/Rugen shows similar D(foF2) morphol-
ogy with that observed over Learmonth. The main phase at these stations 
was completely controlled by negative storm effect which extended into the 
recovery phase. It has been reported that changes in neutral composition al-
ter the balance between production and loss in the plasma, and subsequently 
affects the peak density of the ionosphere. If the thermosphere were heated, 
the molecular neutrals percentage would increase, and would result in the 
depletion of the ionospheric density (Davis et al. 1997). 

3.1.2  Storm of 15 July 2000 
Depicted in Fig. 2 is the interplanetary and geomagnetic response with the 
corresponding ionospheric observation during a very intense storm (VIS) of 
16 July 2000 (see discussion section for the storm classification). Figure 2a-d 
presents the interplanetary and geomagnetic observation while Fig. 2e pre-
sents the ionospheric F2 effect during the geomagnetic storm and spans 14-
18 July 2000, representing the initial (storm-onset periods is embedded in 
the initial phase period of the storm), main and the recovery phases, respec-
tively. The characteristic signature of this magnetic storm is the depression 
in magnitude of Dst value within 17:00 UT on 15 July to 11:00 UT of 16 July 
known as storm main phase (i.e., the H component of magnetic field) 
(Fig. 2a). This depression was a result of the ring current encircling the Earth 
in the westward direction (e.g., Kamide et al. 1998). The Dst value decreases 
greatly to a minimum value of –301 nT at 01:00 UT on 16 July. This corre-
sponds to the increase in solar wind flow speed to a peak value of 1107 km/s. 
On the Dst plot is the picture of the sudden positive increase known as the 
sudden storm commencement (SSC), which is generally recently known as 
the SSC (see Balasis et al. 2006, Mikhailov and Perrone 2009, Adekoya et 
al. 2012a) and spans 12:00-17:00 UT. This period is observed to be a turning  
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Fig. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 but for the storm of 14-18 July 2000. 

point for the flow speed increase, as well as the southward orientation of 
IMF Bz (Fig. 2b). It is generally observed during this period that all the ob-
served parameters responded with sudden changes. This is a result of the ef-
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fect of compression of the front side of the magnetosphere of enhanced solar 
wind pressure, and subsequently increased the plasma temperature to its 
peak value around 17:00 UT (Fig. 2d). Consequently, the temperature de-
creased together with plasma beta to low values of 19 192 K and 0.03, re-
spectively. The electric field increase to its peak value coincides with the 
peak southward orientation of Bz (–49.4 nT) and proton density (20.6 N/cm3) 
at about 20:00 UT. This storm was followed by a slow recovery that lasted 
for over 10 hours. The storm is characterized as a magnetic cloud type, with 
a characteristic low plasma beta, relatively high density ratio of He++ to pro-
ton (Wang et al. 2003), low plasma temperature, and slowly varying strong 
magnetic field Bz (Gonzalez et al. 1999, 2002, Adekoya et al. 2012a).  

The consequence of this storm on the ionospheric F2 layer over the low- 
and mid-latitude stations is presented in Fig. 2e. The horizontal dashed lines 
show the disturbed reference level of both positive and negative storm phas-
es. Between the first two vertical lines is the period marked SSC. We ob-
served that the ionospheric F2 electron density during the SSC period at 
Learmonth and Grahamstown was enhanced with an average foF2 value of 
about 32%. Boulder and Juliusruh are in the Northern Hemisphere. Their 
D(foF2) variation was depleted significantly compared to the Southern Hem-
ispheric stations (Learmonth and Grahamstown) with weak positive storm 
appearance during the main phase. The observed ionospheric storm event 
during the main phase may have originated from the mass input of energetic 
particle that change the daytime eastward electric field at this stations. The 
main phase depletion could be attributed to composition changes, which di-
rectly influence the electron concentration in the F2 region. In other words, 
the ionospheric storm intensity is more pronounced during the main phase, 
and may have arise from more penetration of the connective electric field 
and neutral wind (e.g., Foster and Rich 1998).  

3.1.3  Storm of 17 September 2000 
The solar wind parameters and magnetic index observation for the intense 
geomagnetic storm that spans 15-19 September 2000 are illustrated in 
Fig. 3a-d. This storm had a minimum Dst excursion of –201 nT. The storm-
onset occurred within 12:00-21:00 UT on 17 September. The Dst amplitude 
started decreasing from around 19:00 UT and reached its minimum ampli-
tude of –201 nT at 23:00 UT. It was accompanied with a steep drop and po-
larity reversal in IMF Bz (Fig. 3b). It turns southward and attained maximum 
negative value of –23.9 nT at 21:00 UT. Afterwards, there was a steep rise 
noticed in the northward direction. During the main phase, the solar wind 
speed reached a peak of 839 km/s, with a corresponding increase in flow 
speed during the SSC period. The compression in the earth magnetosphere 
subsequently increased the flow pressure and the temperature to a peak  
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Fig. 3. Same as in Fig. 1 but for the storm of 15-19 September 2000. 

value; which in effect increased the proton number density during the main 
phase. The electric field activity during the SSC period is observed to turn  
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Table 2  
The distribution of storms according to their southward IMF Bz source 

Storm date 
Peak 
Dst 
[nT]

V  
[km/s]

Bz 
[nT]

Plasma 
temperature

[K] 
Plasma 

beta 
Proton 
density
[cm–3] 

Source  
of storm event 

6 Apr 2000 –288 625 –27.3 L 1.06 33.4 sheath  
16 Jul 2000 –301 1107 –49.4 L 0.03 9.7 cloud 
17 Sep 2000 –201 839 –23.9 H 0.93 32.8 sheath 
31 Mar 2001 –387 821 –44.7 H 1.61 25.2 sheath + ejecta 
11 Apr 2001 –271 687 –20.5 H 1.22 24.2 sheath + cloud 
24 Aug 2005 –216 721 –38.3 H 6.29 29.6 sheath + ejecta 

Explanations: H – high plasma temperature (i.e., T � 400 000 K), L – low plasma 
temperature (i.e., T < 400 000 K). 

southward with a reduction in magnitude up till a peak value of –16.28 mV/m2 
during the SSC period (Fig. 3c). It thereafter rotates northward and reached a 
peak value of 14.19 mV/m2 during the main phase boundary. It is over-
whelming that the solar wind dawn-to-dusk electric field directly drives 
magnetospheric convection. These electric fields are caused by a combina-
tion of increase solar wind velocity and southward IMF. This storm event 
was observed to be a sheath Bz source storm event (see Table 2 and Sec-
tion 4 for more details). 

The ionospheric observations to this storm are presented in Fig. 3e. The 
onset period occurred during the daytime of 17 September. The significant 
positive disturbance is majorly noticed at Darwin throughout the studied 
storm period, the SSC responded with depletion in electron density which 
was trailed by an enhanced D(foF2) value of 168% around 05:00 UT at the 
main phase. The electron density variation for Learmonth, Grahamstown, 
Boulder, and Juliusruh/Rugen were disturbed with negative storm effect dur-
ing the main phase compared to Darwin. Only Learmonth during the SSC 
was enhanced with noticeable storm disturbances. However, the ionospheric 
response over the low-latitude stations was more significant than it appears 
over the low latitude than in the mid-latitude of the Southern Hemisphere. 
Prölss (1993) had suggested that at low latitudes, the energy dissipation of 
the two traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) launched in both hemi-
spheres causes an increase in the upper atmosphere temperature and in the 
gas densities. These TIDs may be connected to the excessive and impulsive 
energy input in the high latitude during the storm that dissipates to the equa-
tor with high speed. The noticeable feature is that the intense main phase 
ionospheric storm emerged from SSC and more pronounced in the Northern 
Hemisphere over the mid-latitude stations. 
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3.1.4  Storm of 31 March 2001 
Figure 4 presents the superposed plot of Dst, plasma flow speed, the IMF Bz, 
and other solar wind parameters together with the corresponding D(foF2)  
 

 

Fig. 4. Same as in Fig. 1 but for the storm of 29 March – 2 April 2001. 
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observations for the storm that occurred within 00:00 UT 29 March – 
23:00 UT 2 April 2001. From Fig. 1a, the Dst plot shows a reduction in solar 
activity for a couple of hours at the initial phase. This progressive low storm 
signature continued till around 00:00 UT 31 March when a sudden positive 
storm enhancement was followed by a large depression in the Dst index to a 
value of –387 nT at 08:00 UT. On the contrary, the flow speed plot shows a 
high speed stream during the main phase of the storm with a peak value of 
821 km/s. The maximum Bz southward orientation is observed with a peak 
value of –44.7 nT (Fig. 1b); this coincides with the Dst minimum peak value 
at 08:00 UT. The intense IMF is believed to be associated with essentially 
two activities: firstly the high-speed stream, intrinsic fields, and plasma as-
sociated with the coronal ejecta; and secondly, the shocked and compressed 
fields and plasma due to the collision of the high-speed stream with slower 
solar wind preceding it (Gonzalez et al. 1994). Observing Fig. 1a, b, and d, 
one can see that the simultaneous increase in the flow speed stream and 
plasma pressure may be responsible for an increase in plasma temperature 
during the onset period. However, the electric field was marked with an in-
crease in northward field flow of 30.62 mV/m2 during the main phase period. 
Moreover, the increase in plasma beta and high electric field orientation dur-
ing the main phase may be an indicative that the storm driver gas was the 
ejecta associated with a southward IMF Bz sheath (e.g., Gonzalez et al. 
2002, Dal-Lago et al. 2004). 

Figure 4e depicts the D(foF2) variation for this storm. Starting from 
30 March, the plot shows a concurrent increase in D(foF2) for all the sta-
tions. This positive storm excursion was extended to the SSC period. During 
the SSC, the ionospheric F2 effect over Darwin and Grahamstown (in the 
Southern Hemisphere) was insignificant, while the effect is noticeable over 
Boulder and Juliusruh with a positive ionospheric storm effect. Subsequent-
ly, all the stations simultaneously depleted which resulted in an intense nega-
tive ionospheric storm at the main phase.  

3.1.5  Storm observation during 11 April 2001 
The plot of the response of 11 April 2001, was shown in Fig. 5. The plot 
spans 9-13 April 2001. Figure 5a presents the Dst and plasma flow speed ob-
servations. The Dst observation revealed moderate storm appearance at the 
beginning of 9 April. This dominates the first observational day. Thereafter, 
a progressive increase in Dst value > –25 nT was observed throughout the 
second day. Thereafter, the Dst decreased to –105 nT at 18:00 UT, reaching 
the minimum peak value of –271 nT at 23:00 UT, before a sharp recovery. 
The increasing plasma flow speed observed during the SSC was preceded by 
a low solar wind flow stream. During the period mark SSC the Dst was ob-
served to be –2 nT, which is an indicative that the storm does not preceded  
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Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 1, but for the storm of 9-13 April 2001. 

by SSC. The Bz southward rotation emerges from the SSC period, reaching 
a minimum value of –20.5 nT during the main phase (Fig. 5b). As observed 
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in Fig. 5d, the sudden compression of the magnetosphere by solar wind in-
creased the plasma temperature, which thereafter decreased after the impact. 
This as well increases the proton density and flow pressure to peak values of 
24.7 N/cm3 and 24.47 nPa at the main phase. The electric field orientation 
during the SSC period was northward and records a maximum field stream 
during the main phase. At the right hand side of Fig. 5c is the plasma beta 
plot. It has a relatively high value (i.e., > 1) at the main phase. 

Figure 5e depicts the corresponding ionospheric response. The electron 
density concurrently decreased during the SSC and the main phase of the 
storm. The ionospheric effect is more pronounced over the low-latitudes than 
in the mid-latitudes at both storm-onset and main phase periods. This shows 
an evident of latitudinal dependence. Also, the critical observation of the 
hemispheric dependence shows that the ionospheric storm effect is more 
pronounced in the Southern Hemisphere than in the Northern Hemisphere. 
This intense negative storm record extends to the recovery phase and de-
creases with time. This negative ionospheric storm effect during the main 
phase may be connected with a prompt eastward penetration of electric field 
(PPEF) and equatorward neutral winds (Balan et al. 2010) and change in 
thermospheric composition generated during geomagnetic storms at auroral 
latitude which are then transported to lower latitudes by the disturbed 
thermospheric wind circulation produced by joule heating and particle pre-
cipitation in the auroral region (Prölss 1995). 

3.1.6  Storm of 22-26 August 2005 
The plot of the response of this storm is as shown in Fig. 6. The plot spans 
22-26 August 2005. Throughout the initial phase the storm was quiet with 
the Dst peak value not exceeding ±16 nT. During the onset period the Dst 
increases as a result of sudden positive enhancement in the H component to 
about 30 nT before it later decreases to the minimum peak value of 216 nT 
around 11:00 UT during the main phase. The decrease is a result of depres-
sion in the ring current encircling the Earth in the westward direction. The 
higher plasma density and velocity combine to form a much larger solar 
wind ram pressure. This pressure compresses the Earth’s magnetosphere and 
increases the field magnitude near the equator. This Dst decrease is coinci-
dent with a high speed stream of solar wind with a peak of 721 km/s at 
13:00 UT, high proton temperature, increased proton density, and flow pres-
sure at 13:00 UT, as well as high southward turning of Bz of magnitude  
–38.3 nT was evident. The Bz later rotates northward, reaching a peak value 
of 19.6 nT at 13:00 UT (in Fig. 6b). However, it transpired from the concur-
rent enhancement in plasma beta and proton temperature that the shock pro-
duced was followed by ejecta which are not of magnetic cloud type.  
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Fig. 6. Same as in Fig. 1, but for the storm of 22-26 August 2005. 
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Consequently, the ionospheric effect of this storm is highlighted in 
Fig. 6e. The plot spans 22-26 August 2005 indicating the initial, main, and 
recovery phases, respectively. As discussed in Section 4, the storm is an in-
tense storm driven by complex ejecta gas. The ionospheric effect is latitudi-
nal dependence. Severe long lasting increase/decrease of ionization at low-
/mid-latitude constituted the typical ionospheric response to the intense ge-
omagnetic storm. The D(foF2) wavelike variation over Darwin elongated to 
the SSC period with electron density increase (positive storm effect). Simi-
larly, the ionosphere over Grahamstown had initial records of positive storm 
phase with a magnitude of 39% and 40% at 04:00 and 17:00 UT before the 
SSC period. Consequent to the storm onset, the ionosphere responded with a 
weak positive storm of magnitude 25%. The effect over Learmonth iono-
sphere is more significant during the main phase, and insignificant during 
both initial and recovery phases. The ionosphere over Boulder and Juliusruh/ 
Rugen shows similar D(foF2) pattern during the main phase. Their respec-
tive SSC period response appears to be negative with weak amplitude at 
Boulder, and Juliusruh experiencing quiet condition. The main phase over 
both stations was abruptly depleted with a significant negative storm impact. 

4. DISCUSSION  AND  COMPARISON  WITH  PREVIOUS  RESULTS 
According to Gonzalez et al. (2002), the dominant interplanetary phenomena 
that are frequently associated with intense magnetic storms are the inter-
planetary manifestations of fast coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Two such 
interplanetary structures, involving an intense and long duration Bs compo-
nent of the IMF are: the sheath region behind a fast forward interplanetary 
shock, and the CME ejecta itself. These structures, when combined, lead 
sometimes to the development of very intense storms, especially when an 
additional interplanetary shock is found in the sheath plasma of the primary 
structure accompanying another stream (Gonzalez et al. 2002). For the in-
tense magnetic storms (IS) (�250 nT � Dst < �100 nT) and very intense 
magnetic storm (VIS) (Dst � –250 nT), the solar wind speed and the IMF in-
tensity must be substantially higher than their “average” values of  V � 
400 km/s,  Bz = –10 nT  and over a period exceeding 3 h (Gonzalez and Tsu-
rutani 1987, Gonzalez et al. 2002, Vieira et al. 2001, Adebesin 2008, Adebe-
sin and Chukwuma 2008). With the aforementioned geomagnetic storm 
classification and characteristics, it is obvious that the storms of 7-9 April 
2000, 16-18 July 2000, 29 March – 2 April 2001, and 9-13 April 2001 are 
very intense storms (VIS), while the storms of 17-19 September 2000 and 
22-26 August 2005 are intense geomagnetic storm (IS). Moreover, some 
geomagnetic storms, especially the largest one, begin with a sudden impulse 
which signals the arrival of an interplanetary shock structure (Gonzalez et al. 
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2002). This generally coincides with the onset of a period of increased ram 
pressure (initial phase). 

We highlighted in Table 2 the distribution of storms according to their 
IMF Bz sources. According to Gonzalez et al. (2007), there are several driv-
ers that are responsible for the excitation of disturbed conditions. These are: 
(i) the corotating interactive region (CIR), which in many cases may be as-
sociated with high speed stream; (ii) the interplanetary coronal mass ejec-
tions (ICME) which are the main causes of magnetic cloud (MC) driver; 
(iii) the “Sh + MC” for a sheath Bs (Bz southward) field which is followed 
by a magnetic cloud; (iv) the “S compressed MC” for a magnetic cloud 
compressed by a shock; and (v) “Complex” for a case in which none of the 
other cases were identified. However, Echer et al. (2005) classified the mag-
netic cloud as having high magnetic field strength, smooth rotation in the Bz 
or By component, low proton temperature, and plasma beta. The sources of 
the interplanetary southward magnetic field, Bs, responsible for the occur-
rence of the storms were related to the intensified shock/sheath field, inter-
planetary magnetic cloud’s field, or the combination of sheath-cloud or 
sheath-ejecta field (Dal Lago et al. 2004). Only the storm of 16 July 2000 is 
observed to be driven by MC, while all others are either driven by sheath and 
cloud, sheath followed by ejecta, or ordinary sheath (see Table 2). Echer et 
al. (2005 and reference therein) have reported the occurrence of low proton 
temperature in solar wind at main phase and postulated the existence of 
magnetic cloud. Furthermore, they characterized the driver gas region by 
low solar wind proton density and temperature associated with intense and 
smooth magnetic fields during a visualization of the evolution of the ICMEs 
in interplanetary space. Sometime within the gas, strong north-south IMF 
orientations occur. This occurs mainly in a low plasma beta within an inter-
val of 0.03-0.8, with 0.1 typical (e.g., Choe et al. 1992). We found here for 
the MC driver gas, a low plasma beta of 0.03, low proton density of 9.7, high 
north-south IMF component, and low plasma temperature, which are com-
mon ICME driver characteristics. 

During a geomagnetic storm, the disturbed solar wind-magnetosphere in-
teractions could affect the low- and mid-latitude ionospheric F region due to 
intense transient magnetospheric (prompt or direct penetration) convective 
electric fields and neutral air wind (ionospheric disturbance dynamo) 
(Adekoya et al. 2013 and references therein), which result in changes to 
rates of production and loss of ionization. These electric fields redistribute 
the plasma, affecting production and loss rates (Buosanto 1999). Storm-
related electric fields may also destabilize the plasma, producing irregulari-
ties. It is to be noted that ionization density may either increase or decrease 
during disturbed conditions, and these changes are traditionally designated 
as positive and negative ionospheric storms, respectively. A decrease in the 
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mean molecular mass (increasing the O density relative to N2 and O2) from 
downwelling through constant pressure surfaces would lead to increases in 
electron density (positive storm) while an increase in the mean molecular 
mass (i.e., decreases in the O/N2 and O/O2 neutral density ratios) due to 
upwelling leads to decreases in electron density (negative storm) (Buosanto 
1999). Mikhailov et al. (1995) reported that an increase in the O density is 
more important than an increase in the O/N2 ratio in causing positive storm 
effects. Parameters such as latitude, hemispheric, and phase of the storm are 
crucial for determining the occurrence and magnitude of the positive and 
negative storm effects. Many observations and modeling studies have shown 
the mechanisms that are responsible for these storm time effects. 

Though many attempts are going on, there remain gaps in the present 
understanding of how the ionosphere responds to geomagnetic storms. 
Danilov (2001) had explained the principal features of the positive and nega-
tive phase distribution and variations on the basis of the principal concept: 
during a geomagnetic disturbance there is an input of energy into the polar 
ionosphere, which changes thermospheric parameters, such as composition, 
temperature, and circulation. Composition changes directly influence the 
electron concentration in the ionospheric F2 region. The circulation spreads 
the heated gas to lower latitudes. The conflict between the storm-induced 
circulation and the regular one determines the spatial distribution of the neg-
ative and positive phases in various seasons. According to Davis et al. 
(1997), large ionospheric currents cause joule heating of the atmosphere and 
if these currents are sufficiently long lived, they can cause an upwelling of 
the neutral thermosphere, bringing more molecular species such as N2 and 
O2 to the height of foF2. At F region altitudes, these molecules are converted 
into molecular ions by charge exchange or ion-atom interchange reactions 
with oxygen ions and then relatively rapidly undergo dissociative recombi-
nation to cause depletion in the F region plasma density. The origin of nega-
tive ionospheric storms is well understood. It is attributed to changes in the 
composition of neutral density in response to a storm, which will take place 
only after sufficient particle precipitation from the auroral oval. 

Danilov (2013) has recently proposed in his comprehensive review paper 
that SSC enhancements could occur in the absolutely geomagnetically quiet 
background, so it could not be related directly to geomagnetic activity but 
manifests some sort of interaction between the ionosphere and neutral at-
mosphere (the coupling from below) to geomagnetic activity. However, 
around this period, littlie energy is entering into the earth magnetosphere, 
which significantly decreases the ring current encircling the earth magneto-
sphere in westward direction (e.g., Gonzalez et al. 1994, Kamide et al. 
1998). The storms of 6 April 2000 and 11April 2001, are not preceded by 
SSC, so there storm onset may not be associated with SSC. The observed 
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D(foF2) variation for the five ionospheric stations in the low and low-mid 
latitude did not show a concomitant variation during sudden storm com-
mencement, main phase and the recovery phase, respectively. At low latitude 
the SSC period is recorded with a weak storm appearance and mid latitude 
stations remains in quiet mode. This may result from the fact Adekoya et al. 
(2012a) raised. They reported that ionospheric F2 response during the SSC 
period is thought puzzling; they may either increase or decrease or remain in 
quiet mode. Also, they reported that low to moderate variation in the 
ionospheric F2 during SSC may signal the upcoming of large ionospheric 
disturbances at the main phase.  

Liu et al. (2008) studied the enhancement of the electron concentration 
in the ionosphere during three geomagnetic storms (21 April 2001, 29 May 
2003, and 22 September 2001) using ionosonde observations and total elec-
tron content measurement along the 120°E meridian in the Asia/Aus- tralia 
sector. All three events show quite similar features. The strong SSC en-
hancements during these events are simultaneously presented in foF2 and 
TEC and enhancements have latitudinal dependence, tending to occur at low 
latitudes with maxima near the northern and southern equatorial ionization 
anomaly (EIA) crests and depletions in the equatorial region. This is quite 
different from what was reported by Burešová and Laštovi
ka (2007) for 
middle latitudes. They found no systemic latitudinal dependence in SSC en-
hancements over European region. However, the difference in the latitudinal 
and longitudinal intervals considered in both papers could be a natural ex-
planation of that difference (Danilov 2013). An SSC is a period during 
which little energy is entering into the earth magnetosphere regardless of the 
speed and number of density of particle in the solar wind. This is referred to 
as the “pre-storm” period in other related literatures (e.g., Kane 1975, Bure-
šová and Laštovi
ka 2007, 2008, Mikhailov and Perrone 2009, Adekoya et 
al. 2012a, Danilov 2013).  

Prior to the storms, some of the stations recorded some degree of posi-
tive/negative ionospheric effect. This was consistent with earlier studies of 
Kane (1975). He pointed out that sometimes there appears positive phase of 
an ionospheric storm before the SSC of a magnetic storm. Blagoveshchensky 
and Kalishin (2009) carried out a detailed study of positive phases of 
ionospheric storms preceding SSC. They came to a conclusion that ordinary 
mechanisms operating during the main phases of the magnetic storm cannot 
provide the necessary enhancement in foF2 prior to the storm. The sudden 
decrease in the intensity of electron density during the SSC period was im-
mediately followed by a severe response during the main phase. 

Furthermore, it is very important to note the discernible changes between 
the latitudinal ionospheric effect during IS and VIS events. During the IS, 
the atmosphere at the low-latitude region responded with an intense positive 
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ionospheric storm effect and the effect was vice versa over the mid-latitude 
station. This observation was consistent with the recent work of Adekoya 
and Adebesin (2014) and Adebiyi et al. (2014). However, the ionospheric ef-
fect is higher in the low latitude than it appears in the mid-latitude. The 
D(foF2) variation is concurrent during VIS, the ionosphere is dominated by 
intense negative storm. This simultaneous depletion in the D(foF2) at the 
main phase during the VIS event may be connected with a substantial in-
crease in the average values of the solar wind parameters and the interplane-
tary magnetic field. Observing the latitudinal dependence at the low and 
mid-latitudes during the main and the recovery phases of the storm, the 
negative ionospheric storm effect at the main phase was followed by a posi-
tive storm during the recovery phase at low-latitudes and overturned at the 
mid-latitudes. The mid-latitude was generally depleted with a negative storm 
effect prior to variation during the SSC period. This is consistent with the re-
sults obtained by Adebiyi et al. (2014) and Adekoya et al. (2012b). Adekoya 
et al. (2012b) had investigated the effect of geomagnetic storm on middle 
latitude ionospheric F2 during the storm of 2-6 April 2004, and reported that 
positive-negative (PN) storm phase in D(foF2) variation during SSC will 
signal the upcoming of an intense negative storm during the main phase. For 
the observed low latitudes, the low, negative storm (N) variation during the 
SSC is trailed by a severe negative storm effect of the main phase. If 
ionospheric storms show an initial positive excursion followed by negative, 
it is classified as PN-storms (e.g., Vijaya et al. 2011). Furthermore, regard-
less of the peak variation of foF2 at the initial phase, the pre-storm period is 
always characterized with low ionospheric storm which is immediately fol-
lowed by an intense ionospheric variation at the main phase. 

Tables 3 and 4 presents the peak deviation of the ionospheric critical fre-
quency D(foF2) during the SSC and main phase period for each of the geo-
magnetic storm events at the low and mid-latitude stations with their 
corresponding peak values of Dst index, solar wind parameters (i.e., flow 
speed (V), southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF Bz), and plasma 
pressure (P)) as well as the combine solar wind speed, and the Bz (VBz field) 
at the main phase; they all follow into the sun-Earth’s magnetosphere-
ionosphere coupling. Figures 7a and b show the regression plots for the 
ionospheric F2 variation with the aforementioned geomagnetic storm param-
eters for each of the five ionospheric stations during the main phase period; 
this is clarified in Table 5. Both tables, however, present the correlation co-
efficient between D(foF2) and the corresponding peak values of Dst, solar 
wind parameters and VBz field, respectively. However, it is imperative to 
note that not all the observed storms are preceded by SSC. However, those 
that are preceded by SSC are associated with high solar wind speed (i.e., V � 
700 km/s). SSC or storm onset periods resulted  from the sudden decrease  in 
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Table 5  
Correlation coefficient of D(foF2) variations during each of the 6 storm events  

versus Dst, V, Bz, plasma pressure, and VBz at main phase respectively;  
for each of the 5 stations 

Stations Latitude 
position

D(foF2) 
vs peak Dst 

[nT] 

D(foF2) 
vs V 

[km/s] 

D(foF2) 
vs Bz 
[nT] 

D(foF2)  
vs P  
[nPa] 

VBz  
[nT] 

Darwin Low 0.772 0.543 0.136 0.623 0.017 
Learmonth Low 0.410 0.045 0.497 0.328 0.208 

Low latitude average 0.591 0.294 0.317 0.476 0.113 
Grahamstown Mid 0.399 0.472 0.542 0.836 0.551 
Boulder Mid 0.398 0.186 0.513 0.178 0.339 
Juliuruh/Rugen Mid 0.111 0.154 0.453 0.544 0.434 

Mid latitude average 0.303 0.271 0.502 0.519 0.442 
Total averaged 0.418 0.280 0.428 0.502 0.310 

Aprox. total averaged 
[%] 

42 28 43 50 31 

Note: The total averaged is the mean correlation coefficient for each variable plotted 
against D(foF2). 

the ring current encircling the earth’s magnetosphere and subsequently sud-
denly enhanced the H component (i.e., Dst) of the field. This generally coin-
cides with the onset of a period of increased ram pressure (initial phase) that 
is followed by sustained southward IMFs (main phase) and then by a return-
to-normal condition (the recovery phase) (e.g., Gonzalez et al. 1994). Con-
sequently, the large class of storms is characterized with flow speed exceed-
ing 700 km/s and begins with SSC. 

Figures 7a and b present the regression scatter plots for the ionospheric 
F2 stations under investigation during the main phase of the aforementioned 
geomagnetic storms. The first column presents the regression plots of Dst 
[nT], the second for V [km/s], third for Bz [nT], fourth for P [nPa], and fifth 
for VBz [nT] in that order against their corresponding ionospheric F2 re-
sponse for the low- and mid-latitude stations under consideration. The sum-
mary of the correlation values are highlighted in Table 5. It was observed 
that the correlation of D(foF2) against Dst is more appreciative for Darwin, 
with percentage coefficient of 77% when compared to other stations. The 
corresponding ionospheric F2 variation against flow speed V [km/s] is de-
picted in the second column in Fig. 7a. It can be seen from the scatter plot 
and Table 5 that only Darwin showed a better correlation between D(foF2) 
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and V. The correlation coefficient is 54% compare to Grahamstown (47%), 
Boulder (18%), Juliusruh/Rugen (15%), and Learmonth (4%). In relation to 
Bz, it was observed that Grahamstown (54%) and Boulder (51%) have a 
good correlation, its relationship with Learmonth was approximately (50%) 
better compared to Juliusruh (40%) and Darwin (13%). However, only 
Learmonth and Boulder show an almost insignificant correlation between 
D(foF2) and plasma pressure. The average sum of the low- and mid-latitude 
values are use in observing the latitudinal dependence. At low-latitudes, only 
Dst is the main feature for ionospheric storm, with average percentage corre-
lation of 59%. However, at mid-latitude, Bz and plasma pressure are the de-
terministic feature for causing intense ionospheric storm. Adebesin and 
Kayode (2012) have suggested that at high- and mid-latitude flow speed is 
the most geoeffective parameter with the F2 ionosphere. However, the pre-
sent studies confirmed that at low-latitude Dst is the most geoeffective, 
while plasma pressure (52%) and Bz (54%) might be the important parame-
ters causes ionospheric F2 variation at mid-latitude. 

Moreover, it should be noted that the ionospheric F2 effect over the low-
latitude region is more significant than it appears over the mid-latitude sta-
tions during the VIS events. The effect overturned during the IS event. This 
may be associated with the internal ionospheric effect and not necessary so-
lar wind criteria feature alone. This is because the correlation between 
D(foF2) and solar wind parameters did not show much significance in their 
coefficients except for the D(foF2) and Dst. Although, the persistency of so-
lar wind critical feature in the magnetosphere is as a result of combinational 
solar wind and internal magnetospheric activity rather than solar wind varia-
tion alone (Balasis et al. 2006). As a consequence, we combined the solar 
wind plasma speed (V) and the southward interplanetary field (Bz) to look at 
their relationship with the D(foF2), since the VBz is the most geoeffective so-
lar wind variables with Dst index (Balasis et al. 2006, Bakare and 
Chukwuma 2010). Their relationship shows on the average a poor correla-
tion (see Table 5), the low-latitude average is 11%, mid-latitude average is 
44%, and the overall average is 31%. The consequent of this is that the in-
crease in the ionospheric effect during geomagnetic storm may be related to 
the combination of interplanetary and geomagnetic parameters, and internal 
ionospheric effect rather than solar wind variation alone. 

5. SUMMARY  AND  CONCLUSION 
We have presented the relationship between ionospheric F2 and solar wind 
phenomena during the SSC and main phase of geomagnetic storms for six 
(6) geomagnetic storms. Two are intense (–100 nT � Dst > –250 nT) and 
four are very intense (Dst � –250 nT) in the low and low-mid latitudes. The 
SSC phenomena that lead to an intense ionospheric positive and negative 
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storm phase during the Dst minimum were investigated. These are Dst posi-
tive increase, southward turning of Bz (� –10 nT), increase in plasma speed, 
and high plasma pressure for both low- and low-mid-latitudes. It is pertinent 
to note that the largest geomagnetic storm with flow speed exceeding 
700 km/s begins with SSC. Saranya et al. (2011) found that Dst index has no 
influence on the pre-storm enhancement phenomenon. Blagoveshchensky 
and Kalishin (2009) assumed that the mechanisms of the pre-storm en-
hancements are related to the impact of rapid particles in the foreshock re-
gion of the solar wind on the Earth’s magnetosphere. Regardless of the peak 
variation of D(foF2) the SSC period is always characterized with low iono-
spheric storm, which is immediately followed by an intense ionospheric 
variation during the main phase. The implication is that ionospheric storm 
during SSC period is insignificant compared to the main phase but can trig-
ger the main phase storm phenomenon. Only one out of the entire storms is 
driven by magnetic cloud gas, which is the common ICME driver. 

We observed that ionospheric storm effect during SSC is latitudinal 
symmetric. It is more pronounced at the low-latitude with negative storm ef-
fect than at mid-latitude with positive storm effect. However, the main phase 
is characterized with severe negative storm effect at both latitudes during 
VIS event periods. This is attributed to the large energetic particle and solar 
activity input into the earth magnetosphere. The negative ionospheric storm 
effect at the main phase was followed by a positive storm during the recov-
ery phase at low-latitudes and overturned at mid-latitudes. In contrary during 
the IS, the atmosphere at the low-latitude region responded with an intense 
positive ionospheric storm effect and the effect was vice versa over the mid-
latitude station. In a nut shell, the ionospheric effect is more significant in 
the low-latitude than at mid-latitude. 

Additionally, SSC period is the quality of upcoming geomagnetic storm 
and ionospheric disturbance. Adekoya et al. (2012a, b) had suggested that 
SSC period might be related to some kind of pathway for penetration of en-
ergy into the terrestrial ionosphere and magnetosphere at the main phase. 
The recovery phase is simultaneously depleted with a significant ionospheric 
storm effect throughout the studied geomagnetic storm events across the lati-
tude except for Darwin whose ionosphere responded with a severe positive 
storm during 6-8 April 2000 event.  

The poor correlation between the solar wind parameters and D(foF2) in-
dicates that increase in ionospheric storm effect during geomagnetic storms 
may be related to the combination effect of interplanetary and geomagnetic 
parameters and internal ionospheric effect. At low-latitude Dst is the most 
geoeffective, while plasma pressure (52%) and Bz (54%) might be the im-
portant parameters causing ionospheric F2 effect at mid-latitudes. The 
ionospheric F2 effect over the low-latitude region is more significant than it 
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appears over the mid-latitude stations during the VIS while the effect is 
overturned during the IS period. 
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